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The Himalayan alpine canyon area is characterized by complex engineering

geological conditions and abnormal internal and external dynamic

geological processes. Severe slope disturbance disasters can be caused

by engineering disturbances. In this study, field investigations and

theoretical analyses were performed to determine the formation

mechanism, spatial distribution law, and controlling factors of

engineering disturbance disasters in the Himalayan alpine and canyon

areas. A total of 396 engineering disturbance disasters were identified

within the scope of the 2,800-km survey line. A geographic information

system and mathematical statistical analysis were used to analyze the

correlation between engineering disturbance disasters and factors such

as the slope, slope aspect, elevation, peak ground acceleration, distance

from fault, distance from river, rainfall, lithological changes, and historical

earthquake effects. The statistical analysis indicates a good power-law and

exponential distribution between the engineering disturbance disaster

concentration and the slope and distance from the river, respectively.

The slope and distance from the river are the two most important factors

in determining the spatial distribution of engineering disturbance disasters;

the other factors also influence the distribution to some extent. These

factors affect the quality of the slope rock and soil mass, affecting slope

stability. The main form of engineering disturbance in the study area is slope

cutting. The direct result (increase in slope) and secondary result (decrease

in rock mass quality caused by unloading rebound) of slope cutting are the

most important factors inducing engineering disturbance disasters. Based

on previous research results, factors in engineering disturbance disasters in

alpine and canyon areas were evaluated, and the distribution of disturbance

disasters along the China–Nepal Railway was predicted. The study area was

divided into extremely high-(13.6%), high-(30.4%), medium-(34.1%), and

low-susceptibility (22.0%) areas. The research results can provide a

theoretical basis for prevention and treatment of engineering disturbance

disasters in Himalayan alpine valley areas.
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1 Introduction

The complex coupled geological environment of “five highs”

(high altitude, high stress, high intensity, high ground

temperature, and high water pressure) and “four poles”

(extremely intense terrain cutting, extremely active tectonic

activity, extremely complex lithological conditions, and

extremely significant historical seismic effects) in the study

area leads to extremely complex engineering geological

conditions. Disasters caused by engineering disturbances

frequently occur in this area (Zhan et al., 2018; Li et al.,

2021a; Li et al., 2021b). Engineering disturbance disasters on

highway slopes in deep canyons and mountainous areas pose a

significant threat to the safety of highways and towns in the

region and result in significant casualties and economic losses

each year (Guzzetti et al., 2012; Tu et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020).

The newly built China–Nepal Railway begins in Shigatse City in

Tibet in the east and ends in Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal

(Huang, 2020; Chen, 2021; Meng, 2021). To reduce engineering

disturbance disasters caused by engineering construction, a

detailed analysis of the distribution law of engineering

disturbance disasters is required.

An engineering disturbance disaster is caused by

construction or operation of a project, resulting in destruction

of rock and soil mass, which endangers lives and the

environment. Many researchers have studied the mechanism

of engineering disturbance disasters, the risk of a single

engineering disturbance disaster, and the impact of

engineering construction on the natural environment (Qi

et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2012; Troncone et al., 2014; Chang

et al., 2015; Yu et al., 2017; Luo et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018;

Qingyun et al., 2019; Luo et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020; Wang

et al., 2021). Zou et al. (2021) and Qi et al. (2010) analyzed the

distribution regularity of seismic landslides in detail and derived

statistical laws. The distribution law (development law) of

engineering disturbance disasters has not been adequately

studied. Previous research indicates that engineering

disturbance disasters have a formation mechanism similar to

that of natural geological disasters. The frequency of disasters has

increased with engineering activities in the study area, but their

intensity has decreased somewhat (Zhang et al., 1990).

The susceptibility assessment methods can be divided into

deterministic methods and non-deterministic methods. The

deterministic method is mainly based on the mechanical

principle of disaster and quantitative method. For example, a

fast physically-based model based on infinite slopes theory

(Medina et al., 2021). The main non-deterministic model are

information model, evidence weight model, certainty coefficient

model, frequency ratio model, logistic regression model, support

vector machine model, random forest model, artificial neural

network model and other susceptibility evaluation models

(Wang et al., 2019; Tang et al., 2021; Akinci et al., 2021;

Wang et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2020; Sun et al., 2020;

Bragagnolo et al., 2020). The principles of these

susceptibility evaluation models fall into two categories:

statistics and machine learning. And machine learning can

be divided into statistical machine learning and reinforcement

learning. Because its principles are similar, there is no

essential difference in susceptibility evaluation models

based on statistics and statistical machine learning;

However, reinforcement learning evaluation methods do

not show obvious advantages in prediction results, and the

prediction results are poorly interpretable (Akinci et al.,

2021). So, this paper adopts the information model (a

typical statistical-based susceptibility evaluation model) as

the evaluation method.

The distribution law of engineering disturbance disasters was

examined in this study.We performed a spatial statistical analysis

of 396 engineering disturbance disasters in the study area and

quantitatively measured the impact of different factors. From the

research results, the distribution of engineering disturbance

disasters along the China–Nepal Railway was predicted using

an information model.

2 Geological setting of study area

The study area and the proposed China–Nepal Railway

(China section) are located in the south of Shigatse City; the

geological background of the south of Shigatse is briefly

introduced based on field investigation data and other

research. With the movement of the Himalayas in the study

area, the Indian plate has continued to squeeze the Eurasian

plate, resulting in strong crustal uplift and river incision, which in

turn results in denuded, mountainous, sedimentary landforms,

and valley erosion. The highest altitude in the study area is

8,848.84 m (southern part of study area); the lowest altitude is

1,478.05 m (northern part of study area). The valley of southern

Tibet, which has a relatively flat terrain, is a mid-altitude region.

Tectonic uplift and river cutting were the final driving forces for

high undulation.

The field survey route passes through two secondary tectonic

units, the Brahmaputra suture zone and Himalayan orogenic

belt, from the north (east) to the south (west). The northern part

of the study area is the collision contact zone between the Indian

and Eurasian plates, the Brahmaputra suture zone (ITSZ). The

southern part contains the South Tibet Detachment Fault

(STDS), dominated by detachment and extension. The study
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area has four active faults: the Xietongmen north–south active

fault (XTMF), northern Himalayan normal fault (BXMLYF),

Canda concealed fault (CDF), and Dajiacuo–Pekucuo

north–south fault (DPF), and a large-scale thrust nappe

structural system comprising the Himalayan thrust nappe

(MHT) (Table 1). According to a survey, three of these are

seismic faults and two are Holocene inactive faults (Meng, 2021).

The Tibetan Plateau is a geological museum located in China.

From the 1:200,000 geological map of Shigatse City (Figure 1), we

observe that the strata in the study area vary from Sinian to

Quaternary deposits. The lithology primarily includes sandstone,

shale, limestone, slate, schist, granite, and Quaternary deposits.

Ophiolite is exposed locally, consistent with the field

investigation results. The lithology of the exposed strata along

the survey line changes rapidly, with alternating sedimentary,

metamorphic, and magmatic rocks.

Except for the Nyalamu hydrological observation station,

the average annual rainfall in the study area is generally less

than 500 mm; most areas have approximately 300 mm of

rainfall, as shown in Figure 2. The annual rainfall is

relatively low and concentrated from June to September;

thus, slope instability occurs frequently during the flood

season. With the low annual precipitation in the northern

part of the study area, the vegetation on the slope is mostly

sparse herb plants. In the southern part of the study area, the

climate is humid and the temperature is suitable; the

TABLE 1 Fracture properties in study area.

Fracture name Micro sign Displacement Largest earthquake in history Classification

Horizontal Vertical

XTMF Surface rupture zone 10 km 2 4 6.2 Seismic fault

BXMLYF Hot spring development 7.5 Seismic fault

CDF Hot spring development Holocene inactive fault

DPF Holocene inactive fault

MCT Surface rupture zone >.87 km >.6 >.1 8.1 Seismic fault

FIGURE 1
Geological map of the study area. F1, JiaGang–DingJie fault; F3, DangReYongCuo–DingRi fault; F4, DingRi fault; JLR, Gyirong River; PR,
PengQu River; XBR, XiaBuQu River; NCR, NianChu River.
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vegetation is mostly dense shrubs and tall trees. When the

slope stability analysis was performed, it was impossible to

clarify whether the root-splitting effect of the plants or the

slope protection effect had a primary role; thus, the type of

slope vegetation was not considered as a factor.

Under the action of strong crustal uplift and river incision,

many V-shaped valleys developed in the study area; many

steep slopes were formed on both sides of the rivers, including

the Brahmaputra and its tributaries, the Pengqu, Gyirong,

and Xiabuqu rivers. A field investigation indicated that the

road and river are mostly parallel or intersect at a low angle

and are affected by artificial slope cutting. Thus, the

slopes on both sides of the road are relatively steep; the

Pengqu and Gyirong rivers have a similar parallel

relationship with the China–Nepal Railway, which is

beneficial to project construction but provides terrain

conditions for engineering disturbance disasters.

3 Data and methods

This study investigated and statistically analyzed

engineering disturbance disasters on the slope along

national highways, including G318, G219, and the main

roads leading to the border areas (Yadong, Zhangmu, and

Gyirong Ports) in the Himalayas. Since September 2020,

several field inspections of more than 40 days have been

conducted along the national highways in the Himalayas

and the valleys. Based on a field survey, supported by

remote sensing interpretation, detailed investigation and

analysis of 396 engineering disturbance disasters along the

National Highway on the Tibetan Plateau were performed.

The altitude, lithology, slope height, slope angle, slope aspect,

joint fissure, and vegetation distribution characteristics of the

disasters were determined. The disaster distribution is shown

in Figure 4.

Field investigations are primarily aimed at small-scale

disasters (length, width, and height generally less than 100 m).

Limited by the resolution of satellite and aerial images (30 m),

remote sensing interpretation can only identify large-scale

disasters (QuickBird, SPOT5, WorldView). For typical

engineering disturbance disasters, unmanned aerial vehicles

were used to capture images of the disaster points, and a

three-dimensional model of the slope was established to

further analyze the slope stability. Several engineering

disturbance disasters clustered at one site without boundaries

that could be discerned were recorded as one disaster. Thus, the

engineering disturbance disasters considered in this study were

slightly fewer than the actual engineering disturbance disasters

that occurred in the area.

In this study, engineering disturbance disasters primarily

refer to geological slope disasters including landslides, collapses

(rock falls, rock avalanches), unstable slopes, and debris flows. As

this study focuses primarily on the distribution regularity of

FIGURE 2
Monthly average and cumulative rainfall at hydrological stations in Tibet.
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engineering disturbance disasters, different types of disasters are

considered as engineering disturbance disasters for a unified

analysis. Collapse disasters are the most frequent, followed by

unstable slopes, landslides, and debris flows. Collapse disasters

can be further divided into rockfalls and rock avalanches, among

which rock falls account for 90%. The frequency and volume of

rockfalls follow a normal distribution. This study focuses

primarily on engineering disturbance disasters caused by

moving soil and rocks; that is, disasters caused by slope

cutting and stacking and bridge and tunnel construction.

Engineering disturbance disasters can be further divided into

rock slope, soil–rock mixture slope, and soil slope engineering

disturbance disasters (in descending order of frequency). Most

engineering disturbance disasters in this area are caused by

unloading rebounds triggered by slope cutting (Figure 3).

From the basic information of disaster points, ARCGIS

geographic information system (GIS) software was used to

quantitatively analyze the spatial distribution regularity of

engineering disturbance disasters; data analysis software was

used to fit the distribution law. The data sources and

resolutions used in the study are presented in Table 2.

With regional differences in the geographical

environment, the mechanisms of geological disasters in

different regions are complex; disaster susceptibility factors

may be controlled by local and geological characteristics. We

analyzed the spatial distribution characteristics of engineering

disturbance disasters, clarified the spatial relationship

between disasters and geological background and inducing

factors, and determined the development regularity of

engineering disturbance disasters through statistical

analysis. To complete a reliable susceptibility map,

comprehensive exploration of the relationships between

potential influencing factors is essential for understanding

and recognizing the key conditioning features of hazard

FIGURE 3
(A,B) Rock slope engineering disturbance disaster; (C,D) soil–rock mixture slope engineering disturbance disaster; (E,F) soil slope engineering
disturbance disaster.

TABLE 2 Source and resolution of data.

Num. Date type Resolution Notes

1 Geologic map 1:200,000 From China Geological Survey https://www.cgs.gov.cn/

2 Digital elevation model 13.5 m × 13.5 m From Geospatial Data Cloud http://www.gscloud.cn/sources/

3 Rainfall data From China Meteorological Administration http://www.cma.gov.cn/

4 Seismic peak acceleration From China Earthquake Administration http://www.cea.gov.cn

5 Historical earthquake information From United States Geological Survey https://earthquake.usgs.gov/

6 GeoEye-1 30.0 m
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formation and for the construction and operation of the

China–Nepal Railway project.

According to the field investigation and previous research,

nine evaluation factors were selected as indicators: elevation,

gradient, slope aspect, lithology, rainfall, distance from river,

distance from fault, intensity of historical earthquake impact, and

seismic peak acceleration (the influence of the distance from the

highway and engineering disturbance intensity factors were not

considered because engineering disturbance disasters are almost

all distributed within 30 m on both sides of the highway, mostly

caused by cutting slopes, and have essentially the same intensity).

Spatial distribution statistics were produced using the index of

engineering disturbance disaster concentration (EDDC),

expressed as the number of engineering disturbance disasters

for each category (Qi et al., 2010). A greater EDDC indicates that

a slope is more prone to disasters.

4 Distribution characteristics of
engineering disturbance disasters

To obtain the distribution of engineering disturbance

disasters, we first analyzed the potential relationship between

engineering disturbance disasters and geological background and

TABLE 3 EDDC in Shigatse City and three major ports.

Location Number of disasters (pieces) Area (10,000 km2) EDDC (pieces/10,000 km2)

Shigatse 398 23.1 17.2

Yadong Port 65 .424 153.3

Zhangmu Port 66 .8684 76.0

Gyirong Port 82 .93 88.2

TABLE 4 Specific division principle of stratigraphic lithology.

Engineering geological rock group Typical lithology Strength grading

Hard magmatic rock group Granite, rhyolite, basalt, monzonite, etc. I

Hard sedimentary rock group Sandstone, limestone, conglomerate, etc. II

Relatively hard metamorphic rock group Slate, sand slate, granitic gneiss, etc. III

Soft sedimentary rock group Shale, mudstone, carbonate rock, etc. IV

Quaternary soft sediments Collapsing slope accumulation, residual slope accumulation, alluvial accumulation, etc. V

TABLE 5 Summary of the relationship between engineering disturbance disasters and influencing factors.

Impact factor Area at different
levels

Number of disasters at different
levels

EDDC Evaluation
factor

Elevation m) Gradually increases Normal distribution Irregular Yes

Slope (°) Gradually decreases Gradually increases Exponential distribution Yes

Aspect (°) Almost identical Gradually increases Log distribution/linear
distribution

Yes

PGA Normal distribution Gradually increases Parabolic increase Yes

Distance from fault (km) Irregular Irregular Irregular No

Historical earthquake
effect

Gradually decreases Gradually decreases Irregular No

Lithology classification Irregular Irregular Irregular Yes

Distance from river (km) Irregular Irregular Exponential distribution Yes

Rainfall Gradually increases Irregular Parabolic increase Yes
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inducing factors to determine the influence of geological

environmental factors. Through statistical analysis of

engineering disturbance disasters (396) in Shigatse City, it was

observed that engineering disturbance disasters are concentrated

in the three ports of Yadong, Zhangmu, and Gyirong (Table 3).

The EDDC values for these ports are 153.3, 76.0, and 88.2,

FIGURE 4
(A) Elevation map of the study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and elevation.
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respectively, which are far greater than the disaster density

elsewhere in Shigatse City.

4.1 Engineering disturbance disaster
distribution with topographic factors

Evaluation factors describing slope morphology such as

elevation, slope, and aspect are particularly effective in

predicting the spatial distribution of geohazards (Fabbri

et al., 2003). Thus, the relationship between common

disaster-related factors such as elevation, slope, and

aspect and engineering disturbance disasters was

considered.

Elevation is a commonly used evaluation factor,

primarily because it has a significant influence on

topographic attributes, which explains the spatial

variability of different landscape processes such as the

zonal distribution of vegetation with an increase in

altitude. It also has an impact on weathering intensity,

rainfall, and terrain relief (Ding et al., 2016). Figure 4

shows the correlation between engineering disturbance

disasters and EDDC and slope elevation. The

3,800–4,800 m range has the largest area, followed by

4,800–5,800 m, 2,800–3,800 m, and 1800–2,800 m. Most of

the engineering disturbance disasters occurred at

3,800–4,800 m elevation, accounting for 61.3% of the total,

as shown in Figure 4B. However, for elevations between

1,800 and 3,800 m, the EDDC is relatively high,

significantly exceeding the disaster density of other

elevations. This is consistent with the distribution

characteristics of seismic landslide disasters in the Qin Ba

Mountain area and Ludian, which are concentrated in areas

with low elevation (Zhao, 2020; Zou et al., 2021). In lower-

elevation areas, the relative elevation difference of the slope

is large and the weathering is strong, resulting in more

fragmented rock masses. Figure 5 shows the elevation

change curve along the Chinese section of the

China–Nepal Railway; the elevation fluctuates

significantly, providing a terrain basis for the occurrence

of disasters.

According to the Mohr–Coulomb strength failure

criterion and the effective stress principle, interaction of

the slope angle, internal friction angle, cohesion strength,

and rock and soil permeability controls the stability of the

slope. Steep slopes correspond to higher shear forces, which

directly affect slope instability (Niefeslioglu et al., 2008).

Figure 6 shows the relationship between engineering

disturbance disasters and EDDC and slope gradient. Most

of the slope gradients are in the range of 0°–40°; several are in

the range of 50°–90°. In Figure 6B, it is observed that the

number of engineering disturbance disasters exhibits a linear

FIGURE 5
Elevation change along China–Nepal Railway.
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growth trend with increasing slope, unlike the trend with

coseismic landslides (Zou et al., 2021). The number and slope

of coseismic landslides generally satisfy a Gaussian

distribution because the number of natural slopes and the

slope (depending on the natural angle of repose and cohesive

strength of the rock mass) also satisfy a Gaussian distribution

(Qi et al. al., 2010; Zou et al., 2021). After statistical analysis,

Zou et al. (2021) concluded that the cumulative disaster

FIGURE 6
(A) Slope gradient map of the study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and slope.
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density of Ludian earthquake landslides obeyed the Weibull

distribution. In this study, we observed that EDDC has a good

exponential distribution relationship with an increase in the

slope (exponential distribution function F = .6073e1.1333x,

R2 = .9835). Thus, we can conclude that although the

occurrence mechanism of natural slope disasters and

engineering disturbance disasters is the same, their

distribution laws are considerably different.

FIGURE 7
(A) Slope aspect map of the study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and aspect.
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Aspect has a considerable impact on slope stability; it affects

rainfall intensity, vegetation, and temperature, affecting the

weathering intensity (Kalantar et al., 2017). Figure 7 shows

the relationship between aspect and engineering disturbance

disasters and EDDC. The area of each slope direction is

evenly distributed. The areas of the four slope types are

essentially the same; the sunny-slope area is slightly larger.

With the gradual transition from shady slopes to semi-shady,

FIGURE 8
(A) PGA map of study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and PGA.
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semi-sunny, and sunny slopes, the number of engineering

disturbance disasters and EDDC both increase. The EDDC

and aspect have a linear distribution (distribution function

F = .0143 + .004x, R2 = .9952). The occurrence of engineering

disturbance disasters is also affected by aspect, indicating a multi-

factor coupling effect.

FIGURE 9
(A) Distance from fault map of the study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and distance from fault.
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FIGURE 10
(A) Historical earthquake effect map of the study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and historical
earthquake effects.
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4.2 Engineering disturbance disaster
distribution with seismological factors

The China Earthquake Administration (http://www.cea.gov.

cn/) produced a peak acceleration map of ground motion in

China, indicating the horizontal acceleration corresponding to

the maximum value of the response spectrum of ground motion

acceleration in the region, reflecting the intensity of earthquakes

in the region. The seismic factor is an important indicator of

slope failure; it indicates the slope stability in two ways. 1)

Earthquakes disturb the slope and reduce the strength of the

rock mass, and 2) they are an important inducing factor.

Under the action of seismic waves, a series of changes occurs,

such as the slope resonance and pore pressure increase. With

an increase in the earthquake peak acceleration, the number

of engineering disturbance disasters and EDDC both

increase, as shown in Figure 8. The EDDC distribution

indicates a quadratic function. With an increase in PGA,

the number of engineering disturbance disasters increases

significantly.

Figure 9 shows the relationship between engineering

disturbance disasters and EDDC and distance from the

fault. From the EDDC curve, there is no apparent

correlation between EDDC and distance from the fault.

Specifically, the distance from the fault has minimal

influence on whether the slope is catastrophic; thus, the

fault distance is not considered in predicting the

distribution of engineering disturbance disasters.

From GIS and mathematical analysis, considering all

earthquakes with a magnitude greater than Mw3.0 from

1970 to 2020 (https://www.usgs.gov/) and the energy intensity

and density of historical earthquakes, we established a

distribution map of historical earthquake influence intensity in

the study area (Figure 10A). The impact distribution map is

consistent with historical earthquakes. The influence of historical

earthquakes on the slope is primarily manifested in the

deterioration of rock mass quality. However, from Figure 10B,

it can be seen that there is no significant correlation between

historical earthquake effects and EDDC. We conclude that the

impact of historical earthquakes on engineering disturbance

disasters is relatively low; thus, the impact of historical

earthquakes was not considered in predicting the distribution

of engineering disturbance disasters.

4.3 Engineering disturbance disaster
distribution with geological factors

The strength and permeability of rock masses vary with

lithology; many researchers consider lithology as the decisive

factor controlling slope stability (Yalcin et al., 2011; Peruccacci

et al., 2012). With the complex engineering geological conditions

and rapid lithological changes in the study area, the stratum

lithology was divided into engineering geological rock groups to

better analyze the distribution law of engineering disturbance

disasters. According to the strength characteristics of different

rock types, the strata in the study area were divided into five

groups (Table 4): hard magmatic rock (I), hard sedimentary

rock (II), relatively hard metamorphic rock (III), soft

sedimentary rock (IV), and Quaternary soft sediments (V).

Figure 11 shows the stratigraphic lithological distribution in

the study area. The lithology in the southern part of the study

area (the three ports) is primarily slate and granitic gneiss, which

are shallow metamorphic rocks that retain some features of the

original rock. In the northern part of the study area, the lithology

is primarily sandstone, limestone, and shale, with a low degree of

metamorphism. A small area contains granitic outcrops.

Figure 11B shows the correlation between engineering

disturbance disasters and EDDC and lithology. The number

of disasters is relatively large, except for the soft sedimentary

rock group. Relatively hard metamorphic rock has the most

disasters, accounting for 34.2% of the total; there is no apparent

correlation between EDDC and rock strength. The EDDC is

larger in the relatively hard metamorphic rock group and

Quaternary soft sediments, reaching .05923 and .03314,

respectively.

4.4 Distribution of engineering
disturbance disasters with other factors

In the deep-cut canyon area of the Himalayas, the river

system is closely related to slope disasters. Lateral erosion and

undercutting of the river destroy the stress balance of the slope

body, producing stress concentration at the foot of the slope,

which is prone to shear failure (Zou et al., 2021). Figure 12 shows

the relationship between engineering disturbance disasters and

EDDC and distance from the river. The EDDC exhibits power-

law distribution (distribution function F = .09921*x−1.5717, R2 =

.9464). Engineering disturbance disasters are concentrated in

the first and second groups. In the first group, the EDDC

reaches .1007; in the third group, the EDDC rapidly decreases

to .0064. Few engineering disturbance disasters occurred

beyond the third group, indicating that the distance from

the river has a significant influence on the occurrence of

engineering disturbance disasters.

Based on data from hydrological stations in the Tibetan

region downloaded from the China Meteorological

Administration (http://www.cma.gov.cn/), Kriging

interpolation was performed on the rainfall data to obtain a

rainfall contour map for Tibet, which was graded using the

natural discontinuity method. Rainfall in the study area

gradually increased from north to south; the number of

engineering disturbance disasters also gradually increased.

Figure 13 shows the relationship between engineering

disturbance disasters and EDDC with rainfall. With an
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increase in rainfall, the distribution of EDDC indicates a linear

function. With an increase in rainfall, the number of

engineering disturbance disasters increases sharply. Water

primarily affects slope stability in two ways: 1) through

deterioration of rock and soil strength: the ice-splitting

effect of water reduces the strength of rock and soil, and 2)

through increased pore water pressure on the weak structural

plane, reducing its shear strength.

FIGURE 11
(A) Lithological map of the study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and lithology classification.
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FIGURE 12
(A) Distance from river map of the study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and distance from river.
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FIGURE 13
(A) Rainfall map of the study area; (B) Relationship between engineering disturbance disaster distribution and rainfall.
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5 Susceptibility zoning of
China–Nepal engineering
disturbance disasters

5.1 Evaluation factor selection principle

Engineering disturbance disasters result from coupling

of various factors. To analyze the correlation between the

distribution law and different background factors, EDDC

was introduced as a measurement factor. Through spatial

statistical analysis, we observed a close correlation between

the distribution of engineering disturbance disasters in

alpine valleys and elevation, slope, slope aspect, PGA,

rainfall, distance from river, and lithology (Table 5). Fault

activity and earthquakes have less impact on engineering

disturbance disasters owing to their long time scale. Thus,

the distance from the fault and the impact of historical

earthquakes were not considered in predicting the

distribution of engineering disturbance disasters along the

China–Nepal Railway.

5.2 Information model

An information model is a statistical method for

predicting the distribution of spatial events based on

relevant parameters and hazard relationships (Sarkar

et al., 2006). It is a statistical analysis and prediction

method often used to evaluate susceptibility to geological

disasters. The measured parameters of the geological

environment of a deformed or damaged slope are

converted into information values reflecting the slope

stability and extended to adjacent areas according to the

analogy principle (Yin and Yan, 1988). The calculation is

expressed as

I y, x1, x2/xn( ) � log 2

P y
∣∣∣∣x1x2/xn( )
P y( )

(1)

where I(y, x1, x2/xn) represents the amount of information

provided by the combination of factors such as x1x2/xn for

engineering disturbance disasters; P(y|x1x2/xn) represents
the probability of engineering disturbance disasters with the

combination of factors x1x2/xn; and P(y) represents the

probability of engineering disturbance disasters and is

essentially a conditional probability. A positive or

negative information value represents the degree of

correlation between a certain evaluation factor and a

disaster event. A higher information value indicates a

stronger correlation (Yan, 1988). To prevent an evaluation

factor from having disproportional weight, the min–max

normalization method was used to standardize

information values from 0 to 1.

5.3 Susceptibility assessment results

A grid calculator was used to superimpose each evaluation

factor grid in ArcGIS to obtain the information value of each

grid. The natural discontinuity method was used to divide the

study area to obtain a susceptibility zone map for engineering

disturbance disasters along the China–Nepal Railway (Figure 14).

The study area was divided into extremely high-, high-, medium-,

and low-susceptibility areas, accounting for 13.6%, 30.4%, 34.1%,

and 22.0%, respectively. The extremely high-susceptibility areas

are concentrated in Gyirong Town. The reasons are presented as

follows: 1) The China–Nepal Railway in the Gyirong County

section is almost parallel to the Gyirong River. With strong

downward erosion of the river, the slope gradient on both sides of

the river is relatively high, which results in deflection of the

principal stress of the slope body and produces a stress

concentration at the foot of the slope. 2) The lithology of

Gyirong Town is primarily metamorphic rocks, such as schist,

gneiss (primarily granitic gneiss), and slate, which have low

strength, high brittleness, and weak weather resistance. 3)

Gyirong Town is 2,800 m above sea level. Affected by the

warm and humid air flow of the Indian Ocean, the area has

abundant rainfall, lush vegetation, and strong weathering. The

high-susceptibility areas are primarily distributed in Dingri and

Dingjie Counties. The reasons are presented as follows: 1) In the

Dingri and Dingjie County sections, the China–Nepal Railway is

relatively close to the river and intersects with the Pengqu River

at a low angle; 2) the lithology in this area is primarily

sedimentary rocks, mostly shale, sand shale, and mudstone.

With the strong tectonic activity and relatively high rainfall in

this area, the vegetation is developed and the weathering effect is

strong, resulting in fragmentation of the rock mass in this area

and reduced shear strength. The evaluation results indicate that

the distribution of engineering disturbance disasters is controlled

by coupling of factors such as slope, distance from the river, and

elevation.

6 Discussion

In recent years, researchers have extensively studied the

spatial distribution regularity of natural and secondary

earthquake disasters. However, research on engineering

disturbance disasters is still in its infancy. Human engineering

activities have only extended to the Himalayan alpine valley area

in recent years. To protect the ecological environment, human

lives, and property in this area, multi-scale and multi-level

research on engineering disturbance disasters is required. This

study investigated engineering disturbance disasters on the main

highway slope in the Himalayan Canyon area. From

investigation of the engineering geological characteristics of

this area, spatial statistical analysis of the development law of

engineering disturbance disasters was conducted. The
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relationship between engineering disturbance disaster

distribution and geological structure, earthquake intensity,

lithology, elevation, characteristics of geological bodies, and

climate environment changes along the China–Nepal Railway

was predicted using the engineering geological analogy method.

The research results provide a theoretical basis for the prevention

and control of road–slope engineering disturbance disasters in

plateau canyons. The spatial statistical analysis revealed that the

distribution of engineering disturbance disasters generally

decreases with an increase in distance from the river, and the

probability of engineering disturbance disasters in the adjacent

river area increases significantly. The EDDC and distance from

the river exhibit a good power-law distribution. The rockmass on

both sides of the river is always extremely broken because the

strong tectonic movement of the Tibetan Plateau results in strong

undercutting of the river, subjecting the bank slope to severe

erosion. Thus, the distribution law is different from the

distribution law of natural disasters (Zou et al., 2021). The

EDDC also has a good exponential distribution with an

increase in slope. The slope directly determines stability. A

larger slope gradient produces greater shear stress on the

slope, reducing slope stability. No noticeable correlation was

observed between EDDC and distance from the fault; the EDDC

at different distances from the fault may have been affected by the

slope gradient and distance from the river (Figure 15). The main

inducing factor of engineering disturbance disasters is

engineering disturbance; the slope cutting, unloading, and

vibration in engineering construction significantly reduce the

strength of the rock mass, shielding the influence of faults and

earthquakes. Chen et al. (2019) analyzed the impact of land use

and land cover change on landslide susceptibility, and concluded

that human engineering activities have become the main factors

affecting landslide susceptibility, which is consistent with the

conclusions of this paper. The essence of the problem is the size

of the time scale. The EDDC decreases rapidly with an increase in

elevation. At elevations less than 3,800 m, the density of

engineering disturbance disasters is relatively high and

roughly at the same frequency, primarily owing to the

influence of terrain factors and weathering intensity. The

relationship between the slope aspect and EDDC is linear, but

its variation range is small; thus, the slope aspect has a slight

influence on the distribution of engineering disturbance

disasters. The EDDC is greatest in metamorphic rocks such as

slate and granitic gneiss, and it depends on the strength,

permeability, and weathering resistance of the rock itself; the

rock strength directly determines the slope stability. The slope,

distance from the river, and elevation have a large influence on

the distribution of engineering disturbance disasters. Geological

disasters are non-linear problems; in future research, a fractal

model and fractal dimension theory can be introduced into the

spatial statistical analysis of disasters, and the spatial distribution

law of engineering disturbance disasters can be studied using

existing analysis methods.

The EDDC reflects the quality of regional engineering

geological conditions; thus, it is an important indicator for

site selection of major projects. Based on the research results,

FIGURE 14
Susceptibility zoning map of engineering disturbance disasters along China–Nepal Railway.
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the selection principle of engineering disturbance disaster

evaluation indicators in alpine valley areas was determined,

and an engineering disturbance disaster susceptibility

evaluation system was constructed. Field investigations

indicated that although the frequency of engineering

disturbance disasters is high, the intensity is low. For some

unstable slopes, although an engineering disturbance destroys

the stability of the slope, the scale of the disaster is somewhat

reduced, consistent with the results of Zhang (1990). We were

inspired to reduce the risk of large-scale disasters by actively

inducing multiple small-scale disasters. The investigation

revealed that the slope structure also influences the failure

form of the slope. For example, with the development of

discontinuous surfaces, block slopes tend to fail in the form of

rock falls and rock avalanches under the effect of engineering

disturbances. Eluvium, colluvial, and collapsing accretion layers

of slopes tend to produce many shallow landslides and rock falls;

slopes with weak structural planes often experience numerous

rock block falls.

7 Conclusion

A complete database of 396 engineering disturbance disasters

was established from field investigations and interpretation of

remote sensing data. Engineering disturbance disasters can be

primarily categorized as rock falls, landslides, rock avalanches,

and complexes. The relationships between engineering

disturbance disasters and geological background, distance

from rivers, seismological factors, and lithology were analyzed.

Accordingly, the distribution of engineering disturbance

disasters along the China–Nepal Railway was predicted. The

analysis and prediction results are summarized as follows:

(1) The EDDC exhibits a good exponential distribution with an

increase in the slope gradient and distance from the river.

Engineering disturbance disasters occur at distances from

rivers of less than 4 km and gradients greater than 60°.

Compared with the gradient and distance from the river,

there is no significant correlation between engineering

disturbance disasters and faults, historical earthquake

effects, and slope aspect. With an increase in PGA and

rainfall, the EDDC exhibits a parabolic increase, indicating

that these two factors have an important influence on the

distribution of engineering disturbance disasters.

(2) The slope gradient and distance from the river are the two

most important factors controlling the spatial distribution of

engineering disturbance disasters. Lithology, PGA, rainfall,

and slope aspect are closely related to rock mass quality and

have an effect on the distribution regularity. The unloading

and rebounding effects caused by erosion of the river and

slope cutting have an important effect on slope instability.

Slope cutting significantly increases the slope gradient and

significantly reduces the strength of the rock mass.

Engineering disturbance has become an extremely

important inducing factor that controls the distribution of

engineering disturbance disasters.

(3) From spatial statistical analysis of engineering disturbance

disasters, an evaluation factor selection system for

engineering disturbance disasters in alpine and canyon

areas was constructed, and the distribution of engineering

disturbance disasters near the China–Nepal Railway was

predicted. The study area was divided into extremely

high-, high-, medium-, and low-susceptibilty areas,

accounting for 13.6%, 30.4%, 34.1%, and 22.0%,

respectively. Extremely high- and high-susceptibilty areas

are concentrated in Gyirong Town, Dingri County, and

Dingjie County. This is related to the geological

FIGURE 15
Percent passing area of six units of (A) distance from fault
system vs distance from river and (B) slope gradient.
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background of engineering disturbance disasters, confirming

previous research results.

(4) The field investigation indicated that although engineering

disturbances induce disasters and increase their frequency,

they reduce their scale and provide new concepts in terms of

preventing large-scale disasters in the future. The EDDC

reflects the engineering geological conditions of a region;

thus, it can provide a basis and reference for site selection and

route selection of major projects.
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